ST. THOMAS SCHOOL , DHURWA
SUMMER ASSIGNMENT 2020 – 21
STD- 6

1. ENGLISH
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
a. Your father has decided to start a new restaurant in your city. Give an
attractive

name

to

the

restaurant

and

also

design a creative

pamphlet and an interesting menu for the restaurant. The menu
may consist of different cuisine of your choice. Go ahead and be
creative.
b. ( The assignment should be handmade and on an A4 size sheet)

ENGLISH LITERATURE

Prepare a scrap book , pasting pictures on any three of the following
topics and write a paragraph on each , also write a slogan for each
picture .
a. Save water
b. Educate Girl Child
c. Save Mother Earth
d. Personal Hygiene

2. MATHEMATICS

1. Use table form to compare numbers 4,35,732 40,78,326 , 9,38,762 and
7,64,824 and write the given numbers in descending order.
2. Estimate the sum of 23,652 , 86,542 and 4,565 to the nearest thousand.
3. Write the place values of two 4s in 9,45,462 and find the difference of
these place values.
4. Represent the following whole numbers on a number line : 0, 2, 5, 8, 12.
5. Simplify: 9abc +12bac- 3abc-7cab.
6. Define whole numbers and natural numbers.
7. What are constants and variables? state with example.
8. Form the smallest and the greatest five digit numbers using the digits 9,
0, 3, 6 and 1 without repetition. Also find the difference between the two.

3. PHYSICS

PROJECT
1.
2.
3.

Find out thickness of one rupee coin.
Find out diameter of a thread.
Find out diameter of a ball.
(Use A4 size paper for Project)

Holiday Home Work : Work Book, Chapters 1, 2

4. CHEMISTRY
1. Paste the picture of any five notable scientists and write their
contributions to chemistry.
2. Draw the diagram of any ten laboratory apparatus and write their
uses.
Instructions:
1. Use A-4 size sheets.
2. Use Stick File.
3. Use both the sides of the sheets

5. BIOLOGY
Draw and label the following in an A-4 size paper.

1. Parts of a leaf.

2. Types of leaves (simple and compound).

3. Venation in leaves (parallel and reticulate).

6. HISTORY & CIVICS
Topic : Sources of History.
Paste any two pictures of archeological and literary sources and
explain in details .
Note: The project should be done in the Classwork notebooks.

7. GEOGRAPHY
1. Draw Conventional Symbols:- Different types of political boundaries
- Transport and communications
- Water bodies
- Miscellaneous symbols
2. Draw different types of landforms and label:- Formation of Delta
- Anticlines and Synclines (Fold Mountains)
- Block Mountains
- Rift Valley
- volcanic Mountain

8. COMPUTER
Draw flowchart for the following:1.
2.
3.
4.

To find the area of square(Area= side X side).
Calculate area of rectangle(Area = Length X Breadth).
Simple Interest Calculation (SI = (PxRxT)/100.
Calculate average of three numbers.
5. Convert kg to gram

9. SANSKRIT

10.HINDI
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